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The value and use of psychometric tests in the workplace
“Let’s start by understanding that there is only one 100% fool proof method of finding out if a candidate for a job will
succeed” says Jamie Ford, Director, Foresight Learning Systems. “That method is to employ them and see if they
succeed in delivering the required results.”
Ford says valid psychometric tests do have a place in employment for providing data on such things as:


Insights on the personality and suitability of candidates as a part of the recruitment process but only alongside
other data that is being used to form conclusions.



learning and development requirements in order to train an employee in delivering the required results.



Insights on why an employee is not performing their work to the standards required.



Information that will assist coaches how and where to focus their attention as part of the process of growing the
capability of coaches.

Ford explains that, “Given the volume of data IRD will have on the work performance of its employees the use of
psychometric tests in the process of a restructure seems an unusual and quite unnecessary application of testing.”
Additionally, the managers have the most valid information available as to the suitability of their team members for the
IRD’s future work requirements.
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